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How Has Digital Domination Influenced A Desire To Explore The
Hand-Made In Design?

Computers have transformed the world of graphic design. A proficient computer user is offered
both flexibility and speed which can enable more control over the preprint process than ever
before. Designers no longer have to depend on unwieldy specification systems and the

involvement of other individuals working between them and the printer. In the 1900’s, graphic
design was created completely by hand until the computer entered the graphic design industry in
the 1970's and the Apple Macintosh became the right-hand assistant to many graphic designer

firms (Bell, 2016). Today, local individuals and small businesses have a copious choice of graphic

design software to create their own designs. But how has the accelerating world of digital created
the need for a more tactile design experience?
The advent of digital innovations has generated numerous positive impacts for the graphic design
industry including efficiency and cost but graphic designers are experiencing not only creative
limitations imposed through the restrictions of a single tool, but an overwhelming sense of
capabilities. This is driving people to mix other techniques and processes into their work

(Odling-Smee, 2013). Researchers at Creative Bloq argue that creatively we have reached

“something of a watershed”, that “this return to humanistic and tactile sensibilities – a partial
reversal of modernism’s sterility and machine-made aesthetic – sits alongside a new wave of

technology that places control and ingenuity back in the hands of the individual” (The future of
handmade design, 2013).
Another drawback of relying on just the computer is that it can discourage graphic designers

from physically using materials such as paper as part of their work. The potential of this device is
particularly well documented in the work of Dutch modernist graphic designer, Willem Sandberg,
which follows an approach first introduced by the Dadaists in the 1920s as seen in Figure 1

(Shaffer, 2016). For Sandberg, tearing paper became an alternative to drawing — he liked the
fact that it was harder to control, so appearing more spontaneous. However carefully Sandberg
tore each piece, it would never turn out exactly as he planned (Odling-Smee, 2013). Designs

taking inspiration from Sandberg are appearing more as designers want to escape the ‘Mac-look’
(Negroponte and Maeda, 2000).

Figure 1. Shaffer, B., 2016. Willem Sandberg. [online] Design Observer. Available at:
<https://designobserver.com/feature/willem-sandberg/39319> [Accessed 12 May 2022].
A rapid growth of the graphic design community over the last two or three decades has led to a
huge rise in the range of paper available. Printers and manufacturers are becoming more

accommodating as the range of demands grows, and technology is becoming more compatible
with new materials. I witnessed an overwhelming range in paper stock available by G.H. Smith

through a workshop on the Design, Society, Nature course. This change in paper stock taste could
be moving design away from the smooth and the slick, encouraging the use of non-digital

processes. In the 1980s, pure white, chemically enhanced, ultra-bright stock was popular; today,
uncoated, handmade or more eco-friendly papers have become increasingly popular among
contemporary graphic designers.

Hand-made processes and aesthetics have been returning to design for a decade or so.
Mass-produced, machine-made and digitally crafted works have ironically drawn attention to the
imperfect, tactile and subjective qualities of the hand-made, and we have found ways to intervene
by hand in the more alienating aspects of technology (The future of handmade design, 2013).

Integrating old and new methods of production has led to some intriguing and innovative work.
Design practitioners are forging new ways to integrate manual and digital methods, using them at
different stages of the design process, with one informing the other. Graphic designer Laura

Hilbert’s recent identity project for the annual group exhibition 23. HfG-Rundgang, titled Hands

On!, looks digitally processed from afar but is actually made from clay. In collaboration with

designer Sarah Stendel, Laura aimed to build an identity you can “feel and build with your hands”.
“In the end, we decided to use the technique of printing on clay,” says Laura. Every part of the
visual identity is made out of screen-printed clay, deformed, photographed and then digitally
edited Figure 2 (Gorny, 2022).

Figure 2. Gorny, L., 2022. Laura Hilbert’s graphic design looks digital, until you realise it’s made of
clay. [online] Itsnicethat.com. Available at:

<https://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/laura-hilbert-graphic-design-060422> [Accessed 12 May
2022].
Hands-on experiments born out of lockdown have also come from Chicago-based graphic
designer Emma Bers. Bers taught herself how to use Photoshop over lockdown, which gained her
commission work just a few years later. She uses materials such as Play Doh, construction paper

and pastels to create her posters inspired by her favourite bands and albums. For example, in one
of her favourite posters which was inspired by Saba’s new album Few Good Things, she made the
lettering out of Play Doh Figure 3 (Thomas, 2022). The visible finger marks and sense of 3-D
within the moulded letters gives the poster a ‘tactile energy’ and adds an interesting sense of

depth to the composition, something which would’ve been difficult to achieve inside the computer.

Figure 3. Thomas, E., 2022. “If I’m not having fun, I scrap it”: Emma Bers on the joys of using
Play-Doh to make posters. [online] Itsnicethat.com. Available at:

<https://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/emma-bers-graphic-design-200422> [Accessed 12 May
2022].
Another benefit of using more hand-made and less-digital processes can offer a sense of nostalgia
which Bers emphasises, “The fact that I’ve been able to incorporate these materials that I used to
love to play with as a child into my actual work has been great.” As our lives become increasingly
digitalised, and we consume more images on-screen, the presence of hand-made elements in a
digital context brings the content back into our ‘real’ world and our tactile experiences.
Anthony Burrill, graphic artist and visiting guest lecturer at The Margate School, seeks to revive
the nature of the hand-made creative process. “It doesn’t feel as satisfying just doing things

on-screen any more,” he reflects. “I like the long process of making work physically.” Burrill works
closely with long-standing collaborator Adams of Rye, a Sussex-based printer specialising in

woodblock printing. It’s a process that has come to dominate Burrill’s practice, and while he still
uses a computer to sketch layouts for his typographic prints, these are informed by his

knowledge of Adams’ wood type collection. During his talk, Anthony Burrill explained that his

screen-printed poster titled Oil & Water Do Not Mix as seen in Figure 4 (Oil & Water Do Not Mix Big Active, n.d.) was made with oil collected from the 2010 Gulf of Mexico disaster. I had learned
that the hand-made process was part of the narrative and can be as important than the final

piece itself. Loss of control; letting the materials make some of the decisions; leaving things to

chance and improvising in the final stages of production: these aspects of working by hand often
make designers uncomfortable, but can yield the most interesting results. “It’s easy to make

things look perfect on screen, so when things look handmade it intrigues people,” says Burrill (The
future of handmade design, 2013).

Figure 4. Big Active. n.d. Oil & Water Do Not Mix - Big Active. [online] Available at:
<https://bigactive.com/artists/anthony-burrill/motion/oil-water-mix/> [Accessed 12 May 2022].
In graphics, visual styles based on screenprint, letterpress, papercraft, woodblock print,

embroidery and hand-drawn lettering are becoming more common in branding and advertising as
seen by Oatly in Figure 5 (Johnson, 2020). Analogue processes appear to be associated with

notions of trust, believability and authenticity; something the corporate world and big brands are
progressively focussed on. Although this mutual feeling could change if advertisers and
politicians continue to deploy them in their campaigns.

Figure 5. Johnson, M., 2020. It’s like milk but made for humans – how Oatly has become a

US$2…. [online] Just Marketing. Available at:
<https://just.marketing/technique/its-like-milk-but-made-for-humans-how-oatly-has-become-a-us2-billion-brand> [Accessed 12 May 2022].
Sony previously worked with design agency Tomato to find a way of replacing a monolithic
single-logo corporate identity with an artificial life-form residing on Sony's website, which is

programmed to mutate constantly as you can find in Figure 6 (Sony Connected Identity, n.d.) and
Levi’s are heading towards a more ‘authentic’ aesthetic by physically battering and spoiling the
fabrics before turning them into clothing (Odling-Smee, 2013) .

Figure 6. Dandad.org. n.d. Sony Connected Identity. [online] Available at:
<https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2001/tv-cinema-graphics/11823/sony-connect
ed-identity/> [Accessed 12 May 2022].

Since the COVID pandemic, I have had more time to reflect, look outside my screen and explore
the curiosity of different mediums, propelling my interest into how digital and analogue processes
can intersect to promote experimentation and innovation. During the Design, Society, Nature

course I have had a chance to experiment with paint — a medium I am not usually confident in

using — to create marks in response to a short spoken word. I scanned the hand painted prints
into the computer so I could experiment with them digitally as seen in Figure 7. I heightened the
saturation and contrast in Photoshop, later creating movement in Adobe Premiere Pro. The final

piece resulted is a short moving image project, combining hand painted elements, narration
sound and animated digital effects.

Figure 7. Claudine Derksen, 2022. A Game Of Chess. [screenshot]. [Accessed 12 May 2022].
I later worked with ink to hand paint the typography on a poster to publicise an event at The

Margate School called The Fossor and the Liberator as seen in Figure 8. The installation was
raising awareness to the Ogoni Land in Nigeria, one of the most polluted land in the world which
is drenched in oil.

Figure 8. Claudine Derksen, 2022. The Fossor and the Liberator [poster]. [Accessed 12 May
2022].
“With the advent of modernism, everything became machine-made, be it in architecture, products
or graphics,” artist Stefan Sagmeister observes. “This made a lot of sense in the 1920s when
there was a need to get rid of ornamentation in order to reflect the cultural climate. As this

machine-made ‘objective’ direction has now been the status quo for almost 100 years, a more
human, handmade, subjective, natural approach is the more effective way to communicate” (The
future of handmade design, 2013).

But computers are not just seductively useful — they are a necessity. Almost everything has to
go through a computer at some stage, as designs need to be put into a format that printers and
producers are used to receiving. Yet regardless of this, the computer is no more conducive to

creativity than other processes (Odling-Smee, 2013). Artwork by Brooklyn-based graphic designer
Furqan Jawed almost plays a mockery to an overwhelming digital world we now live in. Jawed
repurposes images he finds by cropping, zooming and creating parallel contrasts as seen in

Figure 9 (Levenson, 2021). “The world we live in today is dominated by images, as in we are
constantly making them, sharing them, and consuming them,” he explains, touching on the

captivating and seductive nature of image circulation. “I’m interested in using these hypnotising
images from universally recognised narratives in order to tell a new story or uncover the lost
ones” (Furqan Jawed as cited in Levenson, 2021).

Figure 9. Levenson, J., 2021. A typeface made out of dildos and butt plugs? With Furqan Jawed,
anything is possible. [online] Itsnicethat.com. Available at:
<https://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/furqan-jawed-graphic-design-171121> [Accessed 12 May
2022].

Physical involvement with a process that produces work with distinctive qualities of weight,

texture and smell also creates an opportunity for creative and inventive thinking that, effectively,
working in front of a screen removes (Odling-Smee, 2013). Do computers' virtual capabilities
impose a sense of reliance for our creative decision-making, stripping our full scope of
imagination and ultimately encouraging designers to explore analogue methods?
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